When We Breathe: Re-Envisioning Safety and Justice in a Post-Floyd Era

Aya Gruber*

Thank you so much for inviting me to give this lecture. I have heard about the “Bod Squad,” and had been looking forward to meeting in person, but alas our lives are on Zoom for the moment. Thank you, Dean Davies, Connie Bodiker, Amy Bodiker-Baskes, and Fred Isaac for making this event possible. I also want to express my gratitude to the incomparable Ohio State University (“OSU”) Law School criminal law faculty, including my friends Joshua Dressler, Douglas Berman, Ric Simmons, Amna Akbar, and Sean Hill. I am truly honored to give a talk in the name of David Bodiker, a fighter, a zealous defender, and tireless advocate of justice. And I am humbled to follow in the footsteps of my mentors and colleagues at the Public Defender Service, including James Forman Jr. and Jon Rapping, as well as one of my heroes Bryan Stevenson. Most of all, I want to thank all of you for joining me. At this tumultuous and critical moment in our history, where there are so many demands on your time, I am grateful that you took some time to be with me.

The viral video of police officer Derek Chauvin killing George Floyd stirred the conscience of the world. Chauvin was calm, collected, and in control while he pressed his knee on the neck of a dying man who was crying out for his mother. Meanwhile, the other officers casually waved away onlookers.1 That heart-wrenching video—so sad in its apparent inevitability, so evil in its banality—broke something loose. Amid the many other pressing issues of inequity, including a sweeping pandemic that disproportionately kills people of color, a rise in authoritarianism, immigrant concentration
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camps on the Southern border, and open racism at the highest levels of government, that video was a turning point. Finally, the masses connected to the suffocation of those in poor communities of color, and people of all races took to the streets and declared, “I can’t breathe.”

“I can’t breathe.” It is not just a phrase for these times. It is an echo of all the stories, past and present, of societal racism, government detention, and state and private violence. The stories I’m about to tell seem unrelated, but they are in fact united in their illustration of how embedded inequality and a zeal for incarceration have combined to deny too many Americans the most obvious, incontestable, and basic of rights: the right to breathe.

There was a man who hung out on Bay Street in Staten Island. Everyone in the neighborhood knew him as a gentle giant. He had six kids and did what he could to make ends meet. With a good head for numbers, he made his money by selling “loosies,” single black-market cigarettes at discount prices to passersby. You see, early in Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s term, his administration needed money to rebuild the business district after 9/11, but he had promised his affluent constituents not to raise taxes. So, Bloomberg raised funds, not by taxing the foreign real estate investors who made NYC unaffordable, but by raising taxes on cigarettes to $6 of tax per pack. This made it profitable for people to sell cheap cigarettes from Virginia to the poorest of the poor in poor communities.

The man was Eric Garner, and the police did not like that he sold loosies. New York was content to turn the other cheek on their billionaire offshore-account bearing residents, but it strictly enforced the tax laws against impoverished cigarette entrepreneurs like Garner. On a summer day in July 2014, Garner had just broken up a fight when he saw a gaggle of white police officers coming toward him.
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people in the fight and made a beeline for him. He did not know that these officers were under a directive to clean up the streets from loosie-sellers and their associated riff-raff. Although the officers had not seen Garner engaging in any criminal behavior that day, they knew him by reputation. Garner, a Black man, normally erred on the side of submitting to the police. But not on this day. He hadn’t done anything wrong and refused to submit to arbitrary arrest. That would be one of the first times—and the last time—Garner challenged police authority. The officer put him in that now-infamous chokehold. Down on the ground, Eric Garner, gentle giant and father of six, spent the last moments of his life under a tangle of white police bodies, pleading 11 times, “I can’t breathe.”

There was a six-year-old girl who went from living in her family home on a farm in Fresno, California to living in a barbed-wire fence-surrounded barrack in Heart Mountain, Wyoming. She and the other Japanese kids detained there during World War II did not understand that they had been imprisoned for their race. They did, however, know that their lives took place behind guard stations and fences, and sometimes the white kids would yell insults at them from the free side of the divide. The Japanese kids would respond with their best comeback, “hakkujin ninjin,” which roughly translates to “Caucasian carrot.” These Japanese children, suffering in the arid plainlands nearly three-quarters of a century ago, were far better off than today’s immigrant children—toddlers and infants—who are languishing in makeshift detention camps, fainting in the heat of the Southern border, fearful of disease and sexual abuse, and crying out for their parents. Now, this little Japanese girl, Mariko Hirata, grew up and told her daughter vivid stories of “the camps.” I listened to my mother transfixed as she described how the oiled paper windows cast the living quarters in a perpetual half-light; how the communal showers were embarrassing and cold; and how that Wyoming dust would seep into every corner of the shed they called home, so bad that Mariko would complain to her mother that she couldn’t breathe.

There was a man in Detroit, a loving husband and father. After coronavirus began to tear through the state, he kept driving his public bus route, despite the lack of a mask mandate in Michigan. But he wore a mask
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and unfailingly wiped down surfaces on his bus. Still, Jason Hargrove became worried when a maskless woman came on and started coughing. A few days later, he fell ill. His wife Desha twice took him to doctors who sent Jason, a Black man, home without a COVID test, directing him to soothe himself with Tylenol. But Jason’s condition deteriorated quickly and soon he couldn’t breathe. It was only then that he was given a test and admitted to the hospital. African Americans are nearly five times more likely to be hospitalized for COVID-19 than whites.

And finally, there was a man in Ohio. He and two co-defendants were charged with murder in connection with a stabbing in a robbery gone wrong. The prosecution argued that the man, John Byrd, Jr., was the sole killer. They based this exclusively on the word of a jailhouse snitch who lied on the stand about promises from the prosecutor. Of the three co-defendants, only Byrd received the death penalty.
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killer and insisted that it was his co-defendant Brewer. Byrd’s attorney, David Bodiker, obtained statements from Brewer admitting that he, not Byrd, had stabbed the victim.18 As Bodiker fought for Byrd’s life, the prosecutors dragged the dedicated public defender through the mud, prompting Bodiker to lament, “This case has become focused not on John Byrd’s innocence, but the conduct of his lawyers.”19

Bodiker brought his objections to the prosecutor’s conduct and his proof that Byrd was not the killer to every eligible tribunal over decades of time. Eventually, a Sixth Circuit panel ruled for the prosecution, approving its misdeeds.20 By a slim margin, the Sixth Circuit refused to rehear the case en banc and upheld the death sentence. This prompted Judge Nathaniel Jones, joined by five others, to dissent that “the Court majority certifies a death sentence that the State of Ohio secured in contravention of the most fundamental imperatives of our constitutional order. This result is abhorrent to our Constitution.”21 Even Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. weighed in on the case stating, “Capital punishment . . . should be reserved for cases where there is absolutely no shred or tremor of doubt . . . . The case of John Byrd is, to say the least, shrouded in doubt.”22

Resigned to his fate, Byrd said he wanted to be put to death by electric chair to show the barbarity of state-sponsored execution. Bodiker explained, “He doesn’t want to go softly into that good night.”23 However, shortly before Byrd’s execution date, Ohio banned the electric chair in favor of what looked like a more humane killing method: lethal injection. But looks can be deceiving, and that is almost the point of lethal injection.24
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2002, executioners strapped Byrd to a gurney and gave him a three-drug cocktail. The drug that kills you is potassium chloride. It causes agonizing pain until your heart stops. So, the state administers a painkiller, thiopental sodium, and hopes that it works. I say hopes because the state administers a third drug, pancuronium bromide. That drug, also quite painful, paralyzes the defendant and renders him motionless. As Justice Ginsburg noted in her *Baze v. Rees* dissent, because of the pancuronium bromide, “[e]ven if the inmate were conscious and in excruciating pain, there would be no visible indication.”25 What reason could there be to paralyze the defendant and make it impossible to tell if the anesthesia is working? The reason is to make killing appear humane—to spare the audience from seeing the body twitch in the final throes of death.26 So, Byrd was rendered paralyzed, and whether in peace or horrific pain, his lungs shut down, his heart stopped, and finally, he too could no longer breathe.

A story of brutal street policing, a story of racist mass detention, a story of health disparity, and a story of state-sanctioned killing—they all show how unfair economies, racial hierarchies, and pathological politics conspire to deny to many Americans the right to breathe. Today, we do not even have to tell stories. We just say names: Michael Brown, Tamir Rice, Laquan McDonald, Sandra Bland, Atiana Jefferson, Breonna Taylor, Elijah McClain, Daniel Prude. This list goes on and on, and then there are the unnamed hundreds of thousands of COVID victims—disproportionately people of color and disproportionately frontline workers. These stories, these names, these unnamed tragedies are the backdrop to the political uprisings around us. For many, Floyd’s killing was the event that made clear that the criminal system’s tendency to wound, control, and maintain the subordinate status of the worst-off is not a malfunction, but the system’s main function.

Theorist Michel Foucault has observed that for academics and policymakers, the perpetual question is why prisons “fail” to prevent crime, rehabilitate, and materially improve communities. The answer is invariably something about the failure of a given penal program and how another, newer, shinier one could do better. However, Foucault argues, “For the observation that prison fails to eliminate crime, one should perhaps substitute the hypothesis that prison has succeeded extremely well in producing . . . a
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politically or economically less dangerous and on occasion usable—pathologized subject.”

Let me put it more plainly. Our prison system has succeeded at disenfranchising millions of voters, disproportionately Black Americans. Even after a slew of recent reforms, the system still disenfranchises 5.2 million Americans. Our prison system has succeeded at maintaining a well-oiled cradle-to-prison pipeline. Our prison system has succeeded in creating a penal archipelago of dark sites where society can tuck away its inconvenient truths—the unemployed, the mentally ill, the unhoused, and increasingly, political dissidents. Their invisibility and silence perpetuate the prioritization of profits over people and punishment over problem-solving.

Similarly, the never-ending question of how the police can better reduce crime has spawned endless proposals of new techniques of management and surveillance that will finally “work” (broken-windows theory, hot-spot policing, facial recognition technology). Again, the problem is not that policing fails, but as OSU law professor Amna Akbar observes, “The problem is the institution of policing itself: its power, its origins in enslavement and indigenous dispossession, and its hold on how we conceive of public safety.” Indeed, the institution of American policing has been profoundly consistent and effective at disciplining race and space. In the post-Civil War South, for example, police forces were formed to aggressively enforce vagrancy and loitering laws and compel unemployed Black people into sharecropping arrangements that imposed a de facto form of enslavement.
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Today, police draw blue lines around Black spaces—just as banks drew their red lines—designating certain places “high crime areas.” A 2019 study, the latest in a long line of research, concludes that officers’ “assessments of whether an area is high crime are nearly uncorrelated with actual crime rates [and] that the suspect’s race predicts whether an officer calls an area high crime.” It adds, “The racial composition of the area and the identity of the officer are stronger predictors of whether an officer calls an area high crime than the crime rate itself.”

Having confined people of color to discrete physical places, the police use aggressive tactics to keep them in their social “place.” The 2012 federal litigation over NYC’s racially disparate and ineffective stop-and-frisk program included a smoking-gun piece of evidence that revealed that racialized social control was always at the heart of the program. State Senator Eric Adams testified that during a 2010 discussion with Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly, Adams expressed concerns about the stop-and-frisk program’s racial disparities. Kelly responded that he focused on young Blacks and Hispanics “because he wanted to instill fear in them, every time they leave their home, they could be stopped by the police.” The senator was “amazed” that Kelly was “comfortable enough to say that.”

So, policing and prison and their adjacent policies and actors—collectively, what academics call the “carceral state”—have been successful at controlling out-groups and dominating space. But perhaps the greatest success of the carceral state has been the occupation of our collective imagination. Carceral logics have become so ingrained that we instinctively see criminal punishment as the key to addressing social harm, creating accountability, and providing justice. This punitive impulse is so strong that advocates and policymakers continue to jump to criminal lawmaking even as the United States for decades has had the dishonorable distinction of the most punitive nation on earth.

OSU law professor Joshua Dressler warned back in 2005 that for politicians, “it is always easier to appear to be tough on crime than to develop sensible penalties.” He continued, “This process of increasing penalties, and then increasing them some more, and then increasing them again…has been


going on in the United States for at least the last quarter century in a manner that should put this country to shame.”

It is not just the size and racial disproportion of our prison system that is shameful, but also what goes on inside. This summer, coronavirus raged within Texas prisons, sickening over 23,000 imprisoned people and nearly 5,000 workers. Hundreds of imprisoned people died, including dozens at the Wallace Pack Unit, a geriatric jail for the elderly, many of whom are disabled. Wallace inmates sued, resulting in a scathing district court order demanding that the Texas Department of Corrections (“DOC”) provide cleaning supplies so the janitors no longer had to share gloves, provide unlimited access to soap and water, and provide hand sanitizer to inmates using walkers, canes, and wheelchairs. Last week the Fifth Circuit reversed the order.

This shameful state of affairs has failed to move many policymakers, including progressives, to reject criminalization as a preferred method of reform. It was therefore particularly prescient when OSU law professor Doug Berman stated in 2008, “Given the stunning and unprecedented expansion of modern American imprisonment rates . . . the problems and consequences of mass incarceration should become the new preeminent concern for progressives.”

When I say that the carceral state’s greatest success has been the colonization of the American mind, I include my own. Recently, I published a book entitled The Feminist War on Crime: The Unexpected Role of Women’s Liberation in Mass Incarceration. In writing it, I had to go back to my own torn feelings about being anti-incarceration and being a good feminist. As a law student, I felt stuck in a feminist-defense attorney dilemma. I faithfully studied and trained to represent indigent defendants
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against the awesome power of the state, but I did so with dread at the prospect of defending batterers and rapists. I wrote about this dilemma as a law student, and to my great surprise, Professor Dressler excerpted a portion of that paper in his casebook. And to this day, 20 years later, I still get questions about resolving the dilemma.

For me, the dilemma resolved quickly when I practiced in DC’s specialized Domestic Violence court, a court feminism built, where prosecutors pursued cases unconditionally, judges were trained to take abuse seriously, and protection orders were automatic. Taking abuse seriously seems undeniably good, but, in practice, it wasn’t so simple. I saw poor people of color in and out of a revolving door of incarceration. I saw prosecutors proceed with cases against women’s wishes and judges refuse to lift stay-away orders, imposing de facto divorce on families. I saw immigrant women lamenting that their call for help triggered an unstoppable penal machine that made their spouse deportable.

Before practice, I had equated prosecution of abusers and rapists with gender justice, so much so that I worried more about representing a man accused of misdemeanor domestic abuse than a murderer. But experience showed me that the “carceral feminist” model produced far fewer gains for women and far more losses than I ever could have imagined.

As I noted, we have seen an unprecedented move toward consensus, on both sides of the political aisle, that the U.S. imprisons too many people, uses criminal law as the solution to too many problems, and that prisons themselves are sites of degradation. But recent years have also seen a surge of #MeToo activism championing zero tolerance for sexual assault and domestic violence (“DV”). The puzzling result is that many vocal prison critics and Black Lives Matter protesters are extremely punitive about gendered offenses, even minor ones like misdemeanor sexual contact. “What about rapists?” is a conversation stopper when it comes to bail and sentencing reform. And strangely, today, feminism is one of the few legitimators of penality in an era of declining faith in criminal punishment.

My book analyzes the complicated stories of feminist advocacy and penal reform in an attempt to explain how we got here and suggest how we can do better. To be sure, feminism is an anti-subordination movement. As OSU law professor Martha Chamallas notes, it is “the belief that women are
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currently in a subordinate position in society and that the law often reflects and reinforces this subordination.”

As such, one would not expect it to embrace the penal system, which famed feminist Susan Schechter characterized as the embodiment of “domination based on race, class, and sex.”

And yet, what I discovered is that at critical moments, feminists repeatedly turned to criminal law. Feminism shaped the modern criminal system, just as participation in the criminal system shaped modern feminism.

Today, there is a “reckoning inside the Domestic-Violence movement,” as a recent headline in The Nation read, and many are asking about alternatives to the carceral system. What’s interesting is that at the dawn of the battered women’s movement in the early 1970s, incarceration was the unlikely alternative. The original battered women’s movement was deeply anti-authoritarian, born of late 1960s Vietnam War protest radicalism. Shelter feminists within the movement advocated for nothing less than alternative egalitarian societies freed from the government’s dirty hands.

Anti-poverty feminists saw battering as a product of a cruel welfare system that drove single mothers into abusers’ arms. Anti-patriarchy feminists traced abuse to sexist marriage norms and economic inequality.

The varied feminist proposals had nothing to do with criminal law. They included welfare reform, family law changes, and economic reforms, including housewife wages. Researchers outside of feminism traced abuse to social stressors and also rejected criminalization. In fact, in the early days, hardly any experts endorsed strengthening criminal law. Many feminists even saw police as the war-mongering state incarnate. So how was it that by the early 1980s law enforcement was at the center of battered women activism?

A particularly influential group of lawyers and victim advocates conceptualized battering as a matter of individual violent men enabled by weak law enforcement. These legal feminists initiated successful lawsuits and lobbying campaigns to get police departments to adopt policies that largely prohibited police from resolving DV calls short of arrest and instead
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encouraged or required police to arrest. One such lawsuit spelled the end of the Oakland Police Department’s policy directing police to attempt to mediate all misdemeanor assaults before arresting.\(^50\)

Legal feminists drew on experiences with clients who told horror stories about brutal beatings and officer indifference. These were real clients facing real horror. However, they were also a specific subset of battered women who had already resolved to separate and they pleaded for police protection. Many other women, especially economically marginalized women, did not seek permanent separation. And women of color did not necessarily favor arrest. But, as researchers observe, from the time “institutions began to develop domestic violence programs, concerns of Black women were virtually ignored.”\(^51\)

Within short order, police welcomed mandatory arrest policies, which they saw as “getting them out of the social work business,” as one criminologist remarked.\(^52\) In later years, the police’s aversion to touchy-feely mediation became a justification for mandatory arrest. The Virginia legislature adopted mandatory arrest in the 1990s stating that the law should not “require the officer to serve as a counselor . . . It is unfair to the police officer for him to be required to do more than . . . prevent crime.”\(^53\)

Currently, police respond to DV calls with all the brutality that they do for other calls. In 2008, Derek Chauvin, the officer who killed George Floyd, responded to a DV call by breaking into the bathroom where the unarmed African American suspect Ira Tolles was hiding and shooting Tolles twice in the stomach. Tolles told the *Daily Beast* that the shooting itself was a blur, but “I remember my baby mother screaming and crying.”\(^54\) On August 23 of this year, police in Kenosha, Wisconsin received a call from a woman who said her boyfriend wouldn’t give her back her keys. That call culminated in Jacob Blake being shot in the back seven times as he tried to enter a car in
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which his kids aged eight, five, and three were sitting. It was the eight-year-old’s birthday.\textsuperscript{55}

While inviting police violence, the pro-arrest program did not do much to stop private violence. Initially, activists were emboldened by sociologist Lawrence Sherman’s famous 1984 Minneapolis DV experiment. That study randomly assigned police to arrest, warn, or temporarily relocate DV suspects and found arrest most deterrent in a six-month period.\textsuperscript{56} However, while feminists and the media were lauding the Minneapolis study, larger scale replication studies were already undermining the pro-arrest finding. In fact, some showed that mandatory arrest policies escalated violence among unemployed African American men.\textsuperscript{57} By 1992, Sherman and company possessed enough data to proclaim, “mandatory arrest may make as much sense as fighting fire with gasoline.”\textsuperscript{58}

The research showed other negative consequences of the carceral program. One study revealed that the mandatory arrest program made women more, not less, vulnerable to domestic homicide.\textsuperscript{59} In addition, the reforms


increased arrests of men but also multiplied arrests of women. For several years running, women have been the fastest growing segment of the prison population. Since the 90s, arrests of women for assault increased by thirty percent, which sociologists attribute to police not distinguishing between violence that does and doesn’t merit arrest.

Nevertheless, the mental commitment to criminal law solutions was hard to shake, and many feminists responded to the social science by declaring that DV law reform was not tough enough. Responding to studies that arrest increased violence among unemployed Black men, one activist, writing in 1992, observed, “That a few hours under arrest fails to deter the abusers who are generally considered to be society’s failures is hardly surprising. In some subcultures of ghettoized people, where imprisonment is all too common, a few hours in jail may be seen as only minor irritation, or even a [rite] of passage.” She concluded that for men of color, “the stakes may need to be higher, not lower.”

So what can be done? Now is the time to think big. We could make modest reformations or real transformations. We could, for example, require officers to give DV victims information on services as they violently arrest the suspects in front of their children, or we can put money toward the programs that help survivors obtain shelter, childcare, and other necessary services, like Washington State’s Housing First program. We can spend money on retraining police so they do not automatically kill mentally ill people or we can hire psychologists to answer the mental health calls made to the police, as Philadelphia has recently done. Consider the aftermath of that New York City stop-and-frisk litigation I mentioned earlier. In the face of the stark evidence of the program’s racist nature, the City could have
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funded even more expensive and ineffective body cams, implicit bias training, and data collection, or it could do what Mayor DeBlasio did when he assumed office. With the stroke of a pen, he ended stop-and-frisk. Stop-and-frisk stops went from a high of 686,000 in 2011 to 11,000 in 2017, a ninety-eight percent decrease.\textsuperscript{65} Far from the city lapsing into anarchy, New York’s 2017 crime rate was seventeen percent lower than its rate in 2011.\textsuperscript{66}

Finally, all of us can speak out. We can use our collective voice and make this critical moment into a sizable bend in the arc of the moral universe. We can write; we can protest; we can organize. Most crucially, we can vote. We don’t all share the exact same vision of a better future, but we can all use our voices to move closer to a world that feels more just to each of us. For me, it is a world where every person who has suffocated under the weight of economic marginality, racial discrimination, and emotional despair can finally, and freely, breathe.
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